
A RELIEVER FINDS WINS IN THE CARDS 

BASEBALL

BY MICHAEL SALFINO

PHILLIES RELIEF PITCHER Pat Neshek is on his sixth team in 11 years. He’s never had more 
than six saves in a season. But his baseball-card collection by most accounts leads the league—and 
could be Hall of Fame caliber.

The 36-year-old side-armer has parlayed some of his $24 million in career earnings into a card 
collection worth well into seven figures. It includes a Mickey Mantle 1951 rookie card now worth 
$200,000, and a Willie Mays rookie card from the same year valued at almost $60,000.

But Neshek’s speciality is building complete sets, meaning he collects all of the cards issued by a 
manufacturer in a given year. His 1951 Bowman set is graded eighthbest in the world, for example, 
but his true prize is a 1970 Topps set—a total of 720 cards—in near-mint condition, graded as 
number-one in the world, according to Professional Sports Authenticator, a third-party grading 
service. “I’m at a 9.6 (average grade with perfect being 10.0) and the next closest is like 8.8,” Neshek 
said.

Given the set has no peer, it is difficult to value, but likely would fetch six figures, based on the 
valuations of lower-graded sets from that year.

The market for many newer cards crashed in the mid-to-late 1990s, but the market for the vintage 
cards—meaning produced before 1971—has remained largely robust. Thus Neshek sees his collection 
as an investment first and foremost, and advises fellow major leaguers on which cards are likely to 
appreciate in value over time.

Most important, he says: picking cards with high grades, which are increasingly rare. That said, his 
most prized card is worth exactly $2.84 according to Vintage-CardPrices.com. It is a beatup 1951 card 
of former Yankee pitcher Vic Raschi, the first vintage card that Neshek collected as a kid in Brooklyn 
Park, a Minneapolis suburb. He is “keeping it forever,” he said.

Many players collect memorabilia pieces for keepsakes or as a modest investments, but “players 
collecting complete sets is very rare,” says David Hunt of Hunt Auctions, the official auctioneer at 
Major League Baseball’s All-Star FanFest.

Neshek is constantly adding to his collection. His latest quest is to replace the cards of Reggie Jackson 
and Roberto Clemente in his 1970 set with perfectly-graded versions. One problem: only one of each 
is known to exist.
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Pat Neshek, shown in 2013
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